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Abstract—Internet of Things (IoT), the emerging computing
infrastructure that refers to the networked interconnection of
physical objects, incorporates a plethora of digital systems that
are being developed by means of a large number of applications.
Many of these applications administer data collection on the edge
and offer data storage and analytics capabilities in the cloud.
This raises the following problems: (i) the processing stages in
IoT applications need to have separate implementations for both
the edge and the cloud, (ii) the placement of computation is
inflexible with separate software stacks, as the optimal deploy-
ment decisions need to be made at runtime, and (iii) unified fault
tolerance is essential in case of intermittent long-distance network
connectivity problems, malicious harming of edge devices, or
harsh environments. This paper proposes a novel fault-tolerant
architecture CEFIoT for IoT applications by adopting state-of-
the-art cloud technologies and deploying them also for edge
computing. We solve the data fault tolerance issue by exploiting
the Apache Kafka publish/subscribe platform as the unified
high-performance data replication solution offering a common
software stack for both the edge and the cloud. We also deploy
Kubernetes for fault-tolerant management and the advanced
functionality allowing on-the-fly automatic reconfiguration of
the processing pipeline to handle both hardware and network
connectivity based failures.

Index Terms—Internet of things, fault tolerance, edge, cloud,
container virtualization, kubernetes, kafka

I. INTRODUCTION

Internet of Things (IoT) is becoming a promising paradigm
for the future Internet [1]. It provides a network where
information flows could easily be set up between any kind of
products, devices, users, and information systems in general.
The key goal of IoT is to link real-world objects with the
virtual world, thus enabling connectivity anywhere, anytime,
and with anything [2]. This vision is becoming real due to the
continuous development of new information system concepts
and technologies which incorporate a large number of similar
and heterogeneous applications.

Many of these applications administer data collection on
the edge and offer data storage and analytics capabilities in
the cloud. It is often necessary to move computation such
as alarm generation from raw data streams to the edge, as
it saves a large amount of network bandwidth that might be
unavailable for all the sensors. In some other cases, ample
network bandwidth can be available for nodes with better
connectivity but the computing capabilities at edge might be
insufficient. In such cases, some processing steps might need

to be transferred to the cloud from the edge. Such compute
placement decisions are dependent on many issues and the
optimal deployment decisions need to be made at runtime.
However, this raises a problem where the processing stages in
IoT applications need to have two implementations: one for
the edge and one for the cloud.

This brings us to the other known challenges in the existing
IoT systems. (i) A common software stack is necessary for
computing, portability, and management ease that allows data
processing to be moved between edge and cloud. (ii) In the
scenario where edge nodes interact with a specific cloud back-
end, the available network bandwidth between the edge and
the cloud becomes a bottleneck for large data transportation.
This requires computing to be performed at the edge nodes
in order to minimize physical distance delay and consume a
smaller amount of bandwidth [3]. (iii) In a clustered system
of many nodes where data are transported between edge and
cloud, it might be possible to lose the data forever due to
malfunction of a single edge node. Local fault tolerance needs
to be implemented to preserve the system state locally at the
edge especially in the case of a node failure or intermittent
long-distance network connectivity problems.

To address these challenges, this paper proposes CEFIoT, a
new fault-tolerant architecture for IoT applications by adopting
state-of-the-art cloud technologies and deploying them also
for edge computing. CEFIoT architecture is composed of
three layers: (i) Application Isolation, (ii) Data Transport, and
(iii) Multi-cluster Management layer. Based on this layered de-
sign, the architecture allows compute placement on either the
edge or the cloud without source code modifications. This is
enabled by using the same lightweight Docker container-based
software stack on the cloud and on the edge, and by deploying
embedded Linux devices at the edge. We consider a class
of applications, such as the surveillance camera demonstrator
system we have built, where the edge also has capabilities
to operate under hardware faults (such as malicious harming
of edge devices or harsh environments). This requires fault
tolerance using replication of data to be processed on several
edge devices, reconfiguring the data processing pipeline when
hardware or network failures occur, and capabilities to oper-
ate independently on the edge in a degraded fashion when
disconnected from the cloud back-end. In this way, the same
fault tolerance capabilities of CEFIoT can be applied to other
hostile environments such as vehicle control system and ships978-1-4673-9944-9/18/$31.00 © 2018 IEEE



that may have only intermittent network connectivity.
All these issues of fault tolerance are addressed in CEFIoT

by employing a small cluster of embedded Linux devices
(e.g. Raspberry Pi (RPi) nodes in our demonstrator) together
with Kubernetes and Apache Kafka to implement the fault
tolerance capabilities. We solve the data fault tolerance issue
by adopting the Kafka publish/subscribe (pub/sub) platform
as the unified high-performance data replication solution for
both edge and cloud. We also deploy Kubernetes for man-
agement and the advanced functionality of allowing on-the-fly
automatic reconfiguration of the processing pipeline to handle
both hardware and network connectivity based failures. Our
pipeline is fully fault-tolerant in the sense that the failure of
any single computing node on either the edge or the cloud will
not disrupt the data processing pipeline, but the architecture
will self-adapt and reconfigure around any single node failure.
This is the case also for the management nodes, which are
replicated using Kubernetes fault tolerance functionality.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section II
presents the related work in IoT architectures. In Section III,
the layered fault-tolerant architecture CEFIoT is proposed and
elaborated. Section IV describes a surveillance camera case
study in which the fault tolerance capability of CEFIoT is
demonstrated. Finally, Section V concludes this paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Due to the rapid expansion of IoT, demand for comput-
ing and communication devices in network-based infrastruc-
ture has also increased. However, one fundamental principle
emerges: the greater the benefits these devices provide to the
well-being, the higher the potential for harm when they are
unable to function correctly. In that case, fault tolerance is the
best guarantee as it is capable of overcoming the physical,
design, or human-machine interaction faults and to preserve
the correct execution of the tasks [4] [5].

Typically, in the real world, building a fault-tolerant system
for IoT is a complex task, mainly because of the extremely
large variety of edge devices, data computing technologies,
networks, and other resources that may be involved in the
development process [6]. To accomplish such a system, vir-
tualization technologies have been designed. Container-based
virtualization [7] [8] has become the apparent choice in terms
of performance as compared to the traditional hypervisor-
based virtualization [7] [9]. Through containers and the use
of high-level languages and a common software stack, the
same analytics programs can be executed without source code
modifications at the edge.

Academic and industrial research abounds in literature ex-
ploring containers and fault-tolerant IoT architectures. How-
ever, to the best of our knowledge, this work is the first
to develop an architecture which provides both node and
network fault tolerance for the edge and the cloud using the
same software framework for both. The design also takes into
consideration the limited resources available at the edge by
employing lightweight containers instead of using traditional

virtual machines. We discuss some of the recent work on
designing an IoT applications architecture.

A platform known as resin.io1 has been developed which
uses Docker-based management, instead of Kubernetes cluster
orchestration, for IoT devices. The purpose of this platform is
to introduce the benefits of Linux containers to IoT for deploy-
ing and managing isolated applications. Although the platform
is robust to sudden power failures and disk corruption, it
has no functionality for managing several embedded devices
as a single fault-tolerant cluster. There are other well-known
platforms such as Azure IoT Suite, Google Cloud IoT, and
Amazon AWS, which deliver fully integrated cloud services
and allow many systems to easily connect, manage, and ingest
IoT data on a large scale. However, these platforms provide
no edge fault tolerance.

Netto et al. [10] propose the integration of coordination
services by developing a state machine replication system
based on Docker containers that is managed by Kubernetes.
Krco et al. [11] provide an overview of designing IoT archi-
tecture in ETSI M2M, FI-WARE, IoT6, and IoT-A projects
combined with cloud computing capabilities.

Gia et al. [12] propose a fault-tolerant and scalable IoT
architecture for health care which covers many fault situa-
tions including malfunction of sink node hardware and traffic
bottlenecks. Similarly, another fault-tolerant mechanism for in-
telligent IoT is implemented by Su et al. [13] that presents the
design of a fail recovery mechanism in WuKong middleware.
These approaches provide a low-cost distributed solution and
are capable of fail-over in a small network.

Belli et al. [14] [15] present a cloud architecture for the
management of large stream applications that can efficiently
handle real-time data through a processing platform. This
architecture delivers processed data to consumer applications
with low latency and no fault tolerance mechanism.

III. CEFIOT: PROPOSED IOT ARCHITECTURE

The CEFIoT architecture is designed to offer unified multi-
cluster management which provides fault tolerance for both
the edge- and the cloud-side clusters and is capable of fail-
over in a large interconnected network. In addition, separate
clusters for edge and cloud in CEFIoT allow edge devices
to operate independently also when disconnected from the
cloud back-end. Thus, the architecture operates in a degraded
mode even when cloud connectivity is lost. This architecture
is logically constructed from the underlying technologies with
three layers of abstraction called 1) Application Isolation,
2) Data Transport, and 3) Multi-cluster Management layer, as
shown in Fig. 1. In the running example depicted in Fig. 1, we
have an application with four processing stages: PC-1, PC-2,
PC-3, and PC-4.

1) The Application Isolation layer of CEFIoT wraps in-
dividual processes into separate independent blocks and
configures them to operate as a single isolated application
for transporting data from source to destination (see

1https://resin.io/how-it-works/



Fig. 1(a)). This wrapping is achieved by adopting Linux
containers that provide application isolation for conve-
nient software deployment and also allow the processing
of data streams irrespective of the physical hardware. In
the case of machines with different architecture types,
containers execute the same application-level code (such
as Java, Python, or Spark) without source code modifica-
tions to ensure software portability. Docker is chosen for
that purpose as it is by far the most mature and adopted
development tool creating distributable applications and
configuring them to interact with the outside world. It
also isolates several IoT applications running on the same
edge and cloud nodes from each other.

2) The Data Transport layer of CEFIoT provides a pub/sub
messaging framework in which streams of data are
buffered and replicated across a cluster. This allows the
architecture to have logical data flow in the form of
containerized processes using pub/sub topics as the trans-
port medium. In this way, processing can be distributed
easily, which gives us location flexibility for computation
to be placed on either the edge or in the cloud. This
organization of data pipeline maintains network fault
tolerance allowing data buffering locally at the edge,
while Internet connectivity is being reconfigured. Several
dedicated pub/sub topics are used to buffer data streams
as depicted in Fig. 1(b), which allows the data to be
available all the time in the cluster even while some
processing stages are being reconfigured.
This layer functionality is achieved by adopting the
Apache Kafka framework as it solves the problem of data
fault tolerance by providing both on-line and off-line mes-
sages consumption [16]. Unlike the other systems used by
CEFIoT to store configuration data, Kafka is tailored for
very high data rates. As an example, it is used by Netflix
to collect their log data streams2. Other queuing systems
such as RabbitMQ could be considered alternatives to
Kafka for providing the needed functionality.

3) The Multi-cluster Management layer of CEFIoT is
responsible for managing and monitoring the operations
of upper two layers by providing a unified management
system. In this layer, the data processing is assigned to
the physical machines/nodes based on the load balancing
and fault tolerance requirements of processing stages.
Fig. 1(c) illustrates this placement in the form of Edge
Node (EN) and Cloud Node (CN). Since the data are
buffered in topics, they are also replicated to other
nodes for scenarios where some system node becomes
unresponsive and the data can be consumed from any
other available node. In such cases, this layer overcomes
the problem of node failures by re-scheduling failed
processing stages on other available physical nodes.
This management system is achieved through the Ku-
bernetes framework in which numerous containers can
be executed as a cluster of encapsulated applications,

2https://www.slideshare.net/wangxia5/netflix-kafka
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Fig. 1. CEFIoT Layered architecture; where 𝑃𝐶 Processing Container, 𝐸𝑇
Edge Topic, 𝐶𝑇 Cloud Topic, 𝐸𝑁 Edge Node, 𝐶𝑁 Cloud Node

isolated from each other. With Kubernetes, it is possible
to deploy high-availability applications, scale and man-
age them during runtime, and use application-specific
resources during execution [17]. One of the key design
principles of Kubernetes is to have configuration data
replication, allowing Kubernetes to survive any single
node failure.

The layered architecture of CEFIoT starts with the ap-
plication isolation layer in which we have (in our running
example) four Processing Containers (PCs) that behave as an
isolated application as depicted in Fig. 1(a). These processes
are connected in a sequential order, and together they become a
single application that runs on a single machine and transports
data from the source to the destination.

The data transport layer of CEFIoT is further extended to
two scenarios (see Fig. 2), where Kafka is deployed as the
pub/sub cluster to provide data stream transportation and allow
containers to move between edge and cloud. As can be seen,
both edge and cloud sides consist of three Kafka topics along
with four PCs. This, in turn, represents a logical data flow
of processing stages. In Scenario-1 (see Fig. 2), the edge side
has two separate containers, where PC-1 collects data from the
data source, performs pre-processing (for instance, filtering or
compression), and sends them to the local Edge Topic 1 (ET-
1). PC-2 then consumes the data from ET-1, performs ad-
ditional processing, and sends them to the cloud side on
Cloud Topic 1 (CT-1). Similarly, the cloud side also contains
two separate containers PC-3 and PC-4 which consume data
from topics CT-1 and CT-2 respectively, process them further,
and deliver the processed data to the destination. The overall
data stream is deployed through separate containers along with
the pub/sub topics. In this way, it is easier to place data
computation either on the edge or in the cloud, as the two
sides have a common software stack.

Scenario-2 depicts the behavior in which PC-3 is moved
to the edge side. This shows the location flexibility for data
processing, since PC-3 is a separate container and both sides
have similar Kafka cluster. This configuration gives us benefits
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in terms of minimum bandwidth consumption and less latency.
Additionally, if there is a network connectivity problem, the
data will always be available on the edge side. Once the
Internet outage has been resolved, for example, by using
a secondary network connection, the architecture resumes
processing on both edge and cloud sides. In both scenarios, the
logical data flow is actively monitored through Kafka which
keeps the pipeline active at all times.

Both scenarios of Fig. 2 are then mapped to the physical
machines. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show the extension of CEFIoT to
the multi-cluster management layer. As can be seen, the edge
side contains three nodes along with the local Kafka cluster
which includes multiple topics and Kafka brokers. Similarly,
the cloud side has an N number of machines along with the
remote Kafka cluster. The mapping provides a more detailed
overview in which there are three brokers on the edge side,
thus providing 3-way replication of data. Both sides have
Kafka topics that are accessible in each physical node. In this
way, if some node failures happen, the data can be consumed
from any other available node. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 are basically
drawn to demonstrate that (i) sensors and processing can be
on different edge devices, as long as they have access to
the same Kafka cluster, thus providing computing location
independence, (ii) there is a flexibility to move processing
stages between edge and cloud, and (iii) in the case of an
Internet outage, the data are always available and buffered
locally. Once the network connectivity has been resolved, the
data are sent from local edge Kafka to the cloud Kafka.

Fig. 4 is further extended to Scenario-3 in which Kubernetes
is deployed as a cluster orchestration system (see Fig. 5). As
can be seen, Edge Node 3 (EN-3) becomes unresponsive at
the edge side. Kubernetes reschedules PC-3 on EN-1. Since
the data reside on the topic which is replicated between all
nodes, PC-3 consumes the data from ET-2 and sends to the
topic CT-2 on the cloud side from node EN-1. In this way, the
architecture handles node failure by maintaining the correct
system state in which the physical data flow is changed;
however, the logical data flow remains the same. This offers
a fault tolerance functionality that is fully transparent to the
application programmer and also allows for dynamic load
balancing.
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IV. CASE STUDY: SURVEILLANCE CAMERA SYSTEM

The layered design of CEFIoT is applied on a surveillance
camera use case as an example of a generic fault-tolerant IoT
application. In this case study, a surveillance camera system
equipped with motion detection is demonstrated in a poten-
tially hostile environment, where images with movements in
the live video feed are captured on the edge side. This enables
saving network bandwidth, processing the images by adding
useful information (such as camera id, date, and time-stamp),
and sending to the cloud for permanent storage. In case of a
criminal activity, there is a possibility that some system nodes
may be physically damaged or the network connectivity may
be temporarily cut off. The system should have a data pro-
cessing capability to preserve and buffer data streams locally
at the edge especially in the scenario of intermittent long-
distance network connectivity outage or malicious harming of
devices. This requires fault tolerance to be implemented for
the overall system including both the edge- and the cloud-side
clusters. Through this way, the system operates in a degraded
mode storing data locally at the edge even during the time
cloud connectivity is lost.

All these problems are addressed by constructing a model
use case as a clustered system of five RPi nodes, each with
a camera attached to them, together acting as a surveillance
camera system. RPi is selected merely for the testing purpose
as it is a fully functional ARM-based Linux edge device which
allows the same Linux-based application software to run both
on the edge and in the cloud. The case study implementation
adopts CEFIoT layered architecture to achieve the fault toler-
ance capabilities and is described in detail in [18]. This article
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presents a high-level overview.
Fig. 6 shows a running implementation of the selected use

case in which five RPi boards are connected to a local area
network. Each RPi runs specific processes as Docker con-
tainers that communicate through Kafka and are managed by
Kubernetes. As can be seen, there are three master nodes (rpi-
master-1, rpi-master-2, rpi-master-3) and two worker nodes
(rpi-node-1, rpi-node-2) in our implementation. More master
and worker nodes can be added (see Fig. 6 with a letter N)
to the system. The purpose of configuring three masters is to
achieve single node fault tolerance, thus if one master fails,
another node will start operating as a new master node.

A. Application Isolation layer: Configure separate containers

In Fig. 6, the first layer is logically observed in the form
of various processes that are encapsulated inside Docker
containers, where green boxes relate to Kubernetes cluster
configuration and the processes in blue correspond to a
Kafka cluster. The fault-tolerant configuration database etcd
is configured on master nodes as a cluster of three etcd
servers, which ensure the availability of Kubernetes cluster
management in case of a node failure. This service notifies
other components when events such as configuration data
changes or node failures happen. Flannel provides container-
to-container communication by assigning unique IP addresses.
Kubelet starts three processes named apiserver, controller
manager, and scheduler that are used by the master nodes to
perform container management. Last but not least, the Proxy
service forwards requests to the correct container in addition
to working with etcd to provide master node fail-over.

B. Data Transport layer: Kafka cluster framework

This layer is modeled in terms of data pipeline that pro-
vides data transport through Kafka pub/sub cluster. Before
transmission, the data (motion-detected images) are collected
using the external camera sensors that are attached to each
RPi node. Once the data have been gathered and processed,
they are sent to Kafka topics using separate containers which
are created by utilizing the replication controller (rc) feature
of Kubernetes. Inside every container, a volume directory is
mounted to the local directory of RPi where images are stored.
Kafka producer (container) takes an image from the directory,
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Fig. 6. Model of surveillance camera use case, 𝑟𝑐 is replication controller

performs processing, and sends it to the local topic. Once the
image has been sent, it is received by the Kafka consumer
which then sends the image to the remote cloud topic.

C. Multi-cluster Management layer: Kubernetes orchestration

In Fig. 6, the third layer is logically mapped to the man-
agement and monitoring of containers in this surveillance
camera system. In this layer, the data computation is placed
physically on multiple nodes. When the data are in the process
of transportation, they are stored locally. These data are then
consumed inside a separate container which runs on any of
the five system nodes. That container is automatically started
using the rc feature of Kubernetes. If the scenarios of network
connectivity outage or the malicious harming of the edge
node materialize where the container was running, Kubernetes
resumes the consumer process on another node, keeping the
system available and data processing pipeline active.

The architectural design of the surveillance camera system
is analyzed in terms of various fault tolerance scenarios (for
details, see [18]). It is observed that the system is able to
tolerate a two-node failure in the cluster of five nodes. In case
of a smaller cluster having three nodes, it is still able to tolerate
one single node failure. Consider an example scenario in which
there is a camera sensor which streams and processes live



video feed with motion detected in it from one of the system
nodes. During transmission, a node is physically damaged by
some criminal activity which stops data stream to be processed
on that particular node. However, the data that have already
been replicated in the cluster and stored simultaneously to the
cloud back-end will remain and be retrieved from other system
nodes. Therefore, the CEFIoT architecture is able to address
the fault tolerance requirements of our application.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, a new fault-tolerant architecture CEFIoT has
been proposed for IoT applications. It addresses the following
problems: (i) the processing stages in IoT applications need
to have separate implementations for both the edge and the
cloud, (ii) the placement of computation is inflexible with
separate software stacks, as the optimal deployment decisions
need to be made at runtime, and (iii) unified fault tolerance
is essential in case of intermittent long-distance network
connectivity problems, malicious harming of edge devices, or
harsh environments. The architecture is based on state-of-the-
art cloud technologies including Docker, Kubernetes, and the
Apache Kafka framework and deploying them also for edge
computing. The architecture has four features: (i) it overcomes
the physical node failure and long-distance network problems
by providing replication-based local fault tolerance on edge
devices, (ii) it performs processing at the edge in order to
minimize physical distance delay and to consume a smaller
amount of network bandwidth, (iii) it allows computation to
be moved between the edge and the cloud without any source
code modifications, and (iv) it provides a common software
stack for computing, portability, and management ease.

The CEFIoT architecture consists of three layers: (i) Ap-
plication Isolation, (ii) Data Transport, and (iii) Multi-cluster
Management layer. Based on this layered design, the fault tol-
erance capabilities have been demonstrated by implementing a
surveillance camera use case as an example of a generic IoT
application. The case study implementation involves a clus-
tered system of five RPi nodes, which operates by collecting
images (with motion detected in them) from external camera
sensors attached to each RPi node, replicating them across
the local edge cluster, and sending them to the cloud back-
end for further processing and storage. It is observed that the
selected use case satisfies the key design features of CEFIoT
architecture through functional evaluation [18].

In the future, we will extend the current work to: (i) Man-
agement and monitoring system for automatic software up-
dates across IoT architectures (similar to the security and de-
ployment techniques of resin.io platform) and (ii) Integration
with the federated cluster management of Kubernetes in order
to have single management system for a large number of both
edge and cloud clusters.
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